----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

¡BUENA ONDA! GUATEMALA – THE HEART OF THE MAYAN WORLD
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A UNIQUE BLEND OF LEARNING SPANISH, VOLUNTEERING, TURTLES, MAYAN CULTURE & ADVENTURE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enjoy the ¡Buena Onda! of Antigua & Monterrico – learn Spanish & explore Antigua and enjoy a hammock-swinging coastal
village with Guatemala's best ocean beach!
The former capital of Guatemala, Antigua, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site – an immaculately preserved colonial city with cobbled
streets and ringed by spectacular volcanoes. Antigua is also the tourism center and party town of Guatemala. Cool bars and cafes
boasting craft beers and single origin coffees plus lots to enjoy outside the city; adventure activities including trips to the
picturesque Mayan villages around Lake Atitlan and day and overnight hikes to explore spectacular volcanoes.
Travel 80km south and discover Monterrico, with one of the finest beaches on the Pacific coast and scenery reduced to its basic
elements: a strip of dead-straight sand, a line of powerful surf, a huge empty ocean and an enormous curving horizon. It sits in the
middle of a nature reserve that includes vitally important sea turtle nesting grounds, and is fringed by the waters of the Canal de
Chiquimulilla which weaves through a fantastic network of mangrove forests.
Enjoy this unique combination of destinations and get to the heart of what makes Guatemala so special!

The daily view from your beachside breakfast table in Monterrico!
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Our programs feature learning Spanish and exploring Antigua, and learning Spanish and volunteering in local schools and a sea turtle
sanctuary on the Pacific coastal village of Monterrico. We also offer adventure programs that include learning about Mayan culture
and hiking around spectacular volcanos, and a trip across the border to neighboring El Salvador to explore the ‘Ruta de las Flores’,
Santa Ana volcano and surfing at El Tunco.
Whatever you choose to do, our programs are designed to maximise your time in Guatemala – and El Salvador – so you have a full
and enriching experience in this amazing part of the world.

‘Mangrove Reforestation Project’ – volunteer projects include raising environmental awareness
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY OF PROGRAMS & PRICES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) Learn Spanish in Antigua
One Week Program
Two Week Program

Euro

USD

€315
€615

$355
$700

€645
€960

$735
$1,095

€705
€1,350

$825
$1,560

€26
€35
€9

$30
$40
$10

Start Dates: Every Sunday
2) Learn Spanish & Volunteer
Two Week Program
Three Week Program
Program Start Dates 2019: 13-Jan, 27-Jan, 10-Feb, 24-Feb, 10-Mar, 31-Mar, 14-Apr, 28-Apr,
12-May, 26-May, 09-Jun, 30-Jun, 14-Jul, 28-Jul, 11-Aug, 25-Aug, 08-Sep, 29-Sep, 13-Oct, 27Oct, 10-Nov, 24-Nov, 08-Dec
2) Learn Spanish & Adventure
Two Week Program
Four Week Program
Two Week Program Start Dates 2019: 06-Jan, 20-Jan, 03-Feb, 17-Feb, 03-Mar, 17-Mar, 07Apr, 21-Apr, 05-May, 19-May, 02-Jun, 16-Jun, 07-Jul, 21-Jul, 04-Aug, 18-Aug, 01-Sep, 15Sep, 06-Oct, 20-Oct, 03-Nov, 17-Nov, 01-Dec, 15-Dec
Four Week Program Start Dates 2019: 20-Jan, 17-Feb, 21-Apr, 19-May, 21-Jul, 18-Aug, 20Oct, 17-Nov
NOTE : though programs start (and end) on a Sunday you are welcome to arrive earlier or
stay later and can prepay for extra nights as required. We are open 365 days a year!
4) Other Services
Additional night(s) bed & breakfast in Antigua or Monterrico
Private airport transfer Guatemala to Antigua
Private/single room supplement per night in Monterrico

All our programs include accommodation, meals indicated, 24/7 program support and activities listed
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LEARN SPANISH IN ANTIGUA – 1 or 2 WEEKS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enjoy the ¡Buena Onda! of Antigua – quality time in Guatemala’s ‘must visit’ destination.
Antigua is a place of rare beauty, major historical significance, vibrant culture and a global hot spot. The immaculately maintained
cobbled streets, glorious colonial buildings and imposing Agua Volcano have earned the city UNESCO World Heritage Site status.
Learn Spanish in Antigua and enjoy homestay accommodation with 3 meals daily in the center of town. Each morning Monday to
Friday you there are 3 x 45 minute Spanish lessons (15 per week) with program support to help you maximise your free time to
enjoy the town and surrounding area.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Weeks 1 & 2 – Antigua is an easy 1+hour transfer from Guatemala International Airport. We can arrange private airport transfer – or
you can hop onto an airport shuttle bus – either of which will take you directly to your homestay address.
Your homestay in a private room is thoroughly vetted with regular feedback and inspections. It is centrally located, provides 3 meals
daily and always hosts two or more guests. You also have access to a ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ operated by Cambio/Niño’s de
Guatemala with a help desk open during normal office hours providing program support and ideas how to enjoy your free time. This
is where Spanish lessons are taken and free weekly cultural activities.
All our Spanish teachers are licensed and qualified, and lessons follow the internationally recognized Cervantes curriculum – a
world-recognized leader in Spanish language tuition. After a short test on day one you are allocated to a class that suits your level;
beginner, intermediate or advanced. There are no more than 4 students per class.
This program starts on a Sunday and ends on a Sunday one or two weeks later (7 or 14 nights included). However, clients are
welcome to arrive earlier or stay later and can prepay for extra nights as required.
Week 1&2
Antigua*
07:30-08:30
09:00-11:45

12:00-13:00
14:00-17:00

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lessons

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Sunday
Breakfast
Program
Ends

* 3 meals daily provided by your homestay host plus full use of ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ until 20:00 daily for program support, Spanish
lessons, private study and free mid week cultural activities
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Cambio/Niño’s de Guatemala ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ – Spanish lessons, free cultural activities and program support in Antigua
PRICES
Cost of 1 week program* USD 355 / EURO 315
Cost of 2 week program* USD 700 / EURO 615
* price includes accommodation (private room), 3 meals daily,

Spanish lessons, access to ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ and full program

support
Private airport transfer from Guatemala to Antigua USD 40 / EURO 35
Cost of extra night – accommodation & meals USD 30 / EURO 26
Program start/end day is Sunday but clients are welcome to arrive Saturday or earlier and pay for extra nights as required. This
program starts in Antigua and finishes in Antigua.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM 2
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LEARN SPANISH & VOLUNTEER – 2 or 3 WEEKS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enjoy the ¡Buena Onda! of Antigua & Monterrico – quality time in Antigua followed by a hammock-swinging coastal village with
Guatemala's best ocean beach!
Guatemala’s ‘must visit’ destination Antigua is a place of rare beauty, major historical significance, vibrant culture and a global hot
spot. The immaculately maintained cobbled streets, glorious colonial buildings and imposing Agua Volcano have earned the city
UNESCO World Heritage Site status.
Your first week is spent in Antigua enjoying homestay accommodation with 3 meals daily in the center of town. Each morning
Monday to Friday there are 3 x 45 minute Spanish lessons with one morning volunteering in a local junior school to start your
immersion into life in Guatemala and to prepare you for volunteering in Monterrico!
Your cultural immersion continues in week 2 when you transfer 80km south to the beautiful Pacific coastal village of Monterrico. A
busy schedule of Spanish lessons and volunteering help you maximise your time here, before you transfer (3 week program only) a
few kilometers along the coast for your final week volunteering with ARCAS.
ARCAS are a wildlife rescue and conservation centre who do important environmental and conservation work focusing on the vitally
important sea turtle nesting grounds as well as mangrove forest that surround this unique ecosystem.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 1 – Antigua is an easy 1+hour transfer from Guatemala International Airport. We can arrange private airport transfer – or you
can hop onto an airport shuttle bus – either of which will take you directly to your homestay address.
Your homestay in a private room is thoroughly vetted with regular feedback and inspections. It is centrally located, provides 3 meals
daily and always hosts two or more guests. You also have access to a ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ operated by Cambio/Niño’s de
Guatemala with a help desk open during normal office hours providing program support and ideas how to enjoy your free time. This
is where Spanish lessons are taken and free weekly cultural activities.
All our Spanish teachers are licensed and qualified, and lessons follow the internationally recognized Cervantes curriculum – a
world-recognized leader in Spanish language tuition. After a short test on day one you are allocated to a class that suits your level;
beginner, intermediate or advanced. There are no more than 4 students per class. On Wednesday morning we go to a local school to
assist/volunteer in class and during recreational periods. This is a great opportunity to practice your Spanish and is good preparation
for your busier volunteering schedule during week 2 in Monterrico.
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This program starts on a Sunday and ends on a Sunday two or three weeks later (14 or 21 nights included). However, clients are
welcome to arrive earlier or stay later and can prepay for extra nights as required.
Week 1
Antigua*
07:30-08:30
09:00-11:45

12:00-13:00
14:00-17:00

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Volunteer

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Sunday
Breakfast
Shuttle to
Monterrico

* 3 meals daily provided by your homestay host plus full use of ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ until 20:00 daily for program support, Spanish
lessons, private study and free mid week cultural activities
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Week 2 – After acclimatizing to Guatemala with your first week in Antigua we take a 3 hour shuttle bus to Monterrico. Here we pick
up the pace with more Spanish lessons each day Monday to Friday, plus volunteering. Volunteering tasks are varied and we enlist
junior school pupils in many of our projects – many hands make light work!
Part of our objective/legacy is to ensure that today’s kids become model citizens enjoying and respecting the local environment
including wildlife to be found in the nearby Mangrove forest, and sea life including sea turtles that nest here in huge numbers.
Volunteering with school kids is also the best way to turbo charge your Spanish!
Week 2
Monterrico**
07:00-08:30
09:00-11:45

12:00-13:00
14:00-17:00

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Lunch
Volunteer

Lunch
Volunteer

Lunch
Volunteer

Lunch
Volunteer

Lunch
Volunteer

Saturday

Sunday

Free
Brunch
09:00-11:00

Free
Brunch
09:00-11:00
(End – 2
week
program)

** occasionally Spanish lessons will switch to the afternoon to facilitate school visits to communicate our volunteer project plans, and
to deliver activities in school
Week 3 – The 2 week program combines one week in Antigua with one week in Monterrico (starts Antigua and finishes Monterrico).
However, the 3 week program includes a final week a few kilometers along the coast from Monterrico on Hawaii beach for a
volunteer placement at ARCAS wildlife rescue & conservation center. Here our efforts are centered around sea turtle conservation
and the hatchery (in season), rehabilitation efforts for other species cared for here and the local mangrove forest.
Week 3
ARCAS/Hawaii
07:00-08:30
09:00-11:00
12:00-13:00
14:00-17:00

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Volunteer placement at ARCAS Wildlife Rescue & Conservation Centre – see below for BACKGROUND NOTES
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This program is quite busy but there is still free time to enjoy a great social life and participate in the many other activities you can
enjoy here.
On arrival in Antigua and Monterrico we enjoy a welcome camino to familiarise ourselves with the neighbourhood. This includes
practical stuff such as banks, good cafes and other facilities are and in Monterrico also includes an introduction to local lifeguards to
cover water safety and the do’s and don’ts of beach safety and etiquette. The breakers in Monterrico are quite heavy here and we
have to be very careful and fully aware before entering the water.
In Monterrico the local community include many devout evangelicals and so we take a little time to explore the area and
understand the community who live here, the importance of tourism and other commercial activities such as fishing (including
commercial trade in turtle eggs – still legal but regulated in Guatemala). During the weekends we have one ½ day volunteering
activity, keeping the local kids (and ourselves) busy with some fun activities!
Spanish Lessons
The format of Spanish lessons is the same in Antigua and Monterrico – 3 x 45 minute Spanish lessons, based on a curriculum shared
by both locations to ensure continuity. After a short test on day one you are allocated to a class that suits your level; beginner,
intermediate or advanced. There are no more than 4 students per class. In Antigua there are lessons on 4 mornings between
Monday to Friday (one morning is spent volunteering in a local school) and in Monterrico there are Spanish lessons daily Monday to
Friday.
These lessons are tailored to suit all levels and are designed to help you interact with the local community.
Volunteering
In Antigua one morning is spent volunteering in a local school. As well as being a classroom assistant you will also assist during meal
and recreational periods. This will be your first interaction with school kids and will hopefully inspire you for when you continue
www.monterricoadventure.com
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volunteering in Monterrico where we have a busier schedule of volunteering including interacting with local school kids on an
almost daily basis, as follows;
Volunteering Projects – Monterrico
Volunteering activities in Monterrico are structured to engage with the local community through 6 local junior schools (reaching
400+ kids in total). A ‘umbrella’ project has been developed whereby kids accumulate stamps for 6 different ‘activity types’ during
the year. As a reward, at the end of the year up to 30 of the most enthusiastic junior volunteers enjoy an overnight trip to Pacaya
volcano and Antigua! Our job is to motivate them by effective communication in the schools and timetabling activities – with fun
stuff tagged on!
Our main objectives are;
•

Mangrove/Native Reforestation
Monterrico is actually an island enveloped in a mangrove forest whose sweet waters nurture much vegetation and wildlife.
There are two types of Mangrove and these are being degraded by caustic runoff from the sugar cane industry and some
commercial harvesting for construction purposes.
To ensure the Mangrove remains healthy and continues to support a vibrant and diverse eco system we maintain a forest
nursery - planting trees, collecting saplings and helping to dispose of rubbish.

•

Beach Conservation & Coastal Cleanup
Plastic inputs are highest in rapidly developing countries – which also have some of the lowest waste collection rates in the
world. Without effective waste collection an avalanche of plastic debris is entering our oceans causing harm to people and
wildlife.
We organise fun games and events on the beach with local kids and take this opportunity to have cleanup events where
everyone gets involved. But, like all good things, it’s an on-going battle and our volunteers are needed to keep up the good
work with weekly beach clean-ups.

•

School Premises Upgrades - Light Construction
We are committed to deliver a range of improvements to local school facilities. It may be as simple as painting a classroom
or upgrading a basket ball or soccer pitch, or it could be to upgrade bathroom units. We discuss these options and make
our proposals to the Director of the relevant school.

•

Eco Blocks
We oversee segregation of waste so that plastic bottles can be filled to create eco blocks that can be used in construction
and upgrading of school facilities.

•

Teaching Kids to Swim
As is typical of many coastal communities around the world many kids here do not have formal swimming lessons. We
schedule times when kids can learn to swim in a pool based environment.
www.monterricoadventure.com
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During week 3 (3 week program) we move a few kilometers along the coast to ARCAS for a residential volunteer placement. ARCAS
is a wildlife rescue & conservation centre supported by the Guatemalan government with a primary objective to protect the areas
vitally important seas turtles and to help ensure conservation of the last remaining mangroves in Guatemala.
Volunteers work between 6-10 hours per day and jobs include; maintenance of infrastructure and surroundings, beach cleaning,
night patrols to look for nesting female turtles (in season), transport of food and water, collection of data and releasing baby turtles
into the ocean (in season).
For an overview of main volunteer activities in Monterrico by season please see below;

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Mangrove Reforestation
English & Environmental
Classes in Schools

xxx

xxx

xxx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Beach Cleanups

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Eco Blocks
School Trip

x

x

x

x

x

xx

xx

xx

xxx

xxx

ARCAS Turtle Hatchery
Construction
ARCAS Turtle Patrols

x

ARCAS Hatchlings
ARCAS Wildlife
Rehabilitation

x
x

x

x

xx

May

xxx

Jun

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

xx

xxx

xxx

xxx

x

x

x

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

x

x

x

x

x

x
xxx

x
xxx

x

xx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xx

x

x

xx

xxx

xxx

xx

xxx

xxx

xx

x

x

x

xxx

Jul

Aug

Accommodation at ARCAS is single sex dorms. Bathrooms have WC and showers with cold water. Breakfast, lunch and dinner is
provided as well as potable drinking water. There is also a vending machine for soft drinks and ice cream!
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Please note the accommodation here is functional but very basic compared to El Delfin in Monterrico.
For more information about ARCAS see SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES below.

Mobilizing junior volunteers in Monterrico
PRICES
Cost of 2 week program* USD 735 / EURO 645
Cost of 3 week program* USD 1,095 / EURO 960
* price includes accommodation (private in Antigua, shared ‘single sex’ in Monterrico & ARCAS), meals (3 meals daily in Antigua &

ARCAS, breakfast & lunch with brunch at weekends in Monterrico), Spanish lessons, volunteer activities, transfer Antigua to
Monterrico plus other activities described above.
Private airport transfer from Guatemala to Antigua USD 40 / EURO 35
Cost of extra night – accommodation & breakfast USD 30 / EURO 26
Program start/end day is Sunday but clients are welcome to arrive Saturday or earlier and prepay for extra nights as required. The
program starts in Antigua and finishes in Monterrico.
www.monterricoadventure.com
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM 3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LEARN SPANISH & ADVENTURE – 2 or 4 WEEKS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enjoy the ¡Buena Onda! of Guatemala & El Salvador – quality time and outdoor adventure in Antigua followed by a hammockswinging coastal village with Guatemala's best ocean beach, and more adventure in El Salvador!
Guatemala’s ‘must visit’ destination Antigua is a place of rare beauty, major historical significance, vibrant culture and a global hot
spot. The immaculately maintained cobbled streets, glorious colonial buildings and imposing Agua Volcano have earned the city
UNESCO World Heritage Site status.
The third Sunday of each month our ‘2 week Learn Spanish & Adventure’ program is based in and around Antigua. Week one is a
homestay learning Spanish and enjoying this amazing city while during the second week we explore the picturesque Mayan villages
and culture along the shores of Atitlan Lake and do an amazing overnight hike up Acatenango volcano.
The first Sunday of each month our ‘2 week Learn Spanish & Adventure’ program starts in Monterrico, a beautiful Pacific beachside
location 80km south of Antigua with important sea turtle nesting grounds and a super friendly local community. During the second
week we hop on chicken buses for an overland expedition to neighbouring El Salvador, exploring the beautiful ‘Ruta de las Flores’,
Santa Ana volcano and finishing up on El Tunco beach; the best surf spot in El Salvador only 30 minutes from San Salvador airport.
Our ‘4 week Learn Spanish & Adventure’ program combines these amazing experiences into a four week exploration of Guatemala
and El Salvador – starting Antigua and finishing El Tunco, a short taxi ride from San Salvador airport.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 1 of the ‘4 week’ program is spent in Antigua enjoying homestay accommodation with 3 meals daily in the center of town.
Each morning Monday to Friday there are 3 x 45 minute Spanish lessons to start your immersion into Guatemalan life (15 lessons
per week).
Antigua is an easy 1+hour transfer from Guatemala International Airport. We can arrange private airport transfer – or you can hop
onto an airport shuttle bus – either of which will take you directly to your homestay address.
Your homestay in a private room is thoroughly vetted with regular feedback and inspections. It is centrally located, provides 3 meals
daily and always hosts two or more guests. You also have access to a ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ operated by Cambio/Niño’s de
Guatemala with a help desk open during normal office hours providing program support and ideas how to enjoy your free time. This
is where Spanish lessons are taken and free weekly cultural activities.
All our Spanish teachers are licensed and qualified, and lessons follow the internationally recognized Cervantes curriculum – a
world-recognized leader in Spanish language tuition. After a short test on day one you are allocated to a class that suits your level;
beginner, intermediate or advanced. There are no more than 4 students per class.
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This program starts on a Sunday and ends on a Sunday two or four weeks later. However, clients are welcome to arrive earlier or
stay later and can prepay for extra nights as required.
Week 1
Antigua*
07:30-08:30
09:00-11:45

12:00-13:00
14:00-17:00

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Lunch
Free

Sunday
Breakfast
Shuttle to
Monterrico

* 3 meals daily provided by your homestay host plus full use of ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ until 20:00 daily for program support, Spanish
lessons, private study and mid week cultural activities
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Week 2 we enjoy a multi logistic exploration of the countryside around Antigua including an exploration of the picturesque Mayan
villages around Lake Atitlan and an overnight hike/camping expedition to Acatenango Volcano. For full daily itinerary see
Supplementary Notes below.
Weeks 2&4
Daily routine
changeable

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Week 2 – Antigua/Atitlan/Acatenango – discover Antigua, multi logistic exploration of Lago
Atitlan to learn about Mayan culture – overnight hiking expedition Acatenango volcano.
Week 4 – Road trip to El Salvador – exploration ‘El Imposible’ National Park, hiking & waterfalls
on ‘Ruta de las Flores’ based in Juayúa (3 nights). Hiking Santa Ana volcano followed by 2 nights
El Tunco – the best surfing beach in El Salvador. End program San Salvador OR return to
Monterrico for final night.

Sunday
Free
Brunch
10:00-11:00

Overnight hike up Acatenango volcano, overlooking Fuego – possibly the highlight of any visit to Guatemala
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Week 3 we move 80km south the the coastal village of Monterrico staying right on the beach in the heart of the local community.
Here our busy schedule features Spanish lessons and community & environmental based volunteering. Volunteering tasks are varied
and we enlist junior school pupils in many of our projects – many hands make light work!
Part of our objective/legacy is to ensure that today’s kids become model citizens enjoying and respecting the local environment
including wildlife to be found in the nearby Mangrove forest, and sea life including sea turtles that nest here in huge numbers.
Volunteering with school kids is also the best way to turbo charge your Spanish!
Week 3
Monterrico**
07:00-08:30
09:00-11:45

12:00-13:00
14:00-17:00

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
Free
Brunch
09:00-11:00

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Breakfast
Spanish
Lesson

Lunch
Volunteer

Lunch
Volunteer

Lunch
Volunteer

Lunch
Volunteer

Lunch
Volunteer

Sunday
Free
Brunch
09:00-11:00

** occasionally Spanish lessons will switch to the afternoon to facilitate school visits to communicate our volunteer project plans, and
to deliver activities in school
Week 4 we hit the road for our final ‘adventure week’ crossing the border into neighbouring El Salvador spending time in Juayua
exploring the ‘Ruta de las Flores’, hiking Santa Ana volcano and finishing the program at El Tunco, the best surf spot in El Salvador
close by San Salvador national airport. For full daily itinerary see Supplementary Notes below.
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Spanish Lessons
The format of Spanish lessons is the same in Antigua and Monterrico – 3 x 45 minute Spanish lessons, based on a curriculum shared
by both locations to ensure continuity. After a short test on day one you are allocated to a class that suits your level; beginner,
intermediate or advanced. There are no more than 4 students per class. 15 lessons are included in the 2 week program, and 30
lessons in the 4 week programs – there are no Spanish lessons during the ‘adventure weeks’ 2 & 4.
These lessons are tailored to suit all levels and are designed to help you interact with the local community.
Volunteering Projects – Monterrico
Volunteering activities in Monterrico are structured to engage with the local community through 6 local junior schools (reaching
400+ kids in total). A ‘umbrella’ project has been developed whereby kids accumulate stamps for 6 different ‘activity types’ during
the year. As a reward, at the end of the year up to 30 of the most enthusiastic junior volunteers enjoy an overnight trip to Pacaya
volcano and Antigua! Our job is to motivate them by effective communication in the schools and timetabling activities – with fun
stuff tagged on!
Our main activities are;
•

Mangrove/Native Reforestation
Monterrico is actually an island enveloped in a mangrove forest whose sweet waters nurture much vegetation and wildlife.
There are two types of Mangrove and these are being degraded by caustic runoff from the sugar cane industry and some
commercial harvesting for construction purposes.
To ensure the Mangrove remains healthy and continues to support a vibrant a diverse eco system we maintain a forest
nursery - planting trees, collecting saplings and helping to dispose of rubbish.

•

Beach Conservation & Coastal Cleanup
Plastic inputs are highest in rapidly developing countries – which also have some of the lowest waste collection rates in the
world. Without effective waste collection an avalanche of plastic debris is entering our oceans causing harm to people and
wildlife.
We organise fun games and events on the beach with local kids and take this opportunity to have cleanup events where
everyone gets involved. But, like all good things, it’s an on-going battle and our volunteers are needed to keep up the good
work with weekly beach clean-ups.

•

School Premises Upgrades - Light Construction
We are committed to deliver range of improvements to local school facilities. It may be as simple as painting a classroom or
upgrading a basket ball or soccer pitch, or it could be to upgrade bathroom units. We discuss these options and make our
proposals to the Director of the relevant school.

•

Eco Blocks
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We will oversee segregation of waste so that plastic bottles can be filled to create eco blocks that can be used in
construction and upgrading of school facilities.
•

Teaching Kids to Swim
As is typical of many coastal communities around the world many kids here do not have formal swimming lessons. We will
schedule times when kids can learn to swim in a pool based environment.
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For an overview of main volunteer activities by season please see below;

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Mangrove Reforestation
English & Environmental
Classes in Schools

xxx

xxx

xxx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Beach Cleanups

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Eco Blocks
School Trip

x

x

x

x

x

x

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

xx

xxx

xxx

xxx

x

x

x

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

x

x

x

x

x
xxx

x
xxx
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Adventure Weeks – Antigua & El Salvador
Guatemala is a geographically diverse country. As well as spanning the center of central America with a foot in both the Caribbean
Sea and Pacific Ocean, a string of 35 majestic volcanos runs through the middle of the country including 3 active volcanos. Next door
lies El Salvador and her most important national park, ‘El Imposible’ with the famous ‘Ruta de las Flores’ bursting with coffee
plantations, indigenous crops and natural wildlife.
We would like to take you on an adventure to discover these areas; to enjoy the bio diversity and natural wonders of central
America including the Mayan legacy. If you book our 2 week program you will either be based in/around Antigua (3rd Sunday of the
month start date) OR Monterrico/El Salvador (1st Sunday of the month start date). If you book our 4 week program you will enjoy
both adventure weeks as well as quality time in Antigua city and Monterrico!
For more details on each trip see SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES below.

PRICES
Cost of 2 week program* USD 825 / EURO 705
Cost of 4 week program* USD 1,560 / EURO 1,350
* price includes accommodation (private at homestay Antigua,

shared ‘single sex’ rest of the time), meals (3 meals daily at homestay
Antigua, breakfast & lunch rest of the time), Spanish lessons, guided excursions and activities, volunteer activities, inland transfers
and other activities described above.
Private airport transfer from Guatemala to Antigua USD 40 / EURO 35
Cost of extra night – accommodation & breakfast USD 30 / EURO 26
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Arrival and departure day is usually Sunday but clients are welcome to arrive Saturday or earlier and pay for extra night ‘bed &
breakfast’ as required. The program starts in Antigua and finishes in Antigua (2 week program starting 3rd Sunday of the month) OR
starts in Monterrico and finishes in El Tunco (2 week program starting 1st Sunday of the month) OR starts in Antigua and finishes in El
Tunco (4 week program).

Pacaya Volcano (2,552m) one of three active volcanoes in Guatemala – there are 35 in total. From the top of Pacaya views include
across to the aptly named Fuego Volcano (3,830m) which regularly throws up dramatic plumes of black smoke.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ANTIGUA – HOMESTAY WITH NIÑO’S DE GUATEMALA
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Antigua your homestay is managed by Niño’s de Guatemala (‘NDG’). NDG currently work with eight
centrally located family homestays on a consistent basis. There will always be two or more homestay
guests staying in each property.
Vetting procedures to work with NDG as a homestay are very thorough. Families must complete an initial
questionnaire and interview in the NDG office. Following this a formal home visit is scheduled in order to
complete a thorough assessment of the home to ensure quality and safety. Homestays must also provide
‘antecedentes penales y policiacos’ (Guatemalan police background checks) as well as references.
Once a homestay begins working with NDG, regular assessments to ensure continued quality are
conducted through client feedback (all clients are asked about their stay on a weekly or greater basis and
complete a feedback form at the end of their stay). Regular homestay visits by the NDG management
team take place at least once every 3 months.
NDG operate a centrally located ‘Social Enterprise Hub’ with a help desk open during normal office hours
providing program support and ideas how to enjoy your free time. This is also where Spanish lessons are
taken and free weekly cultural activities.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ANTIGUA ‘ADVENTURE WEEK’
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Monday: Walking tour around Antigua including Mercado Artesanal, ruins of the old city, and up to nearby viewing point ‘Mirador’
with spectacular views across the city and magnificent volcanoes OR if already staying in Antigua go on a chocolate gastronomy tour!
Tuesday: Early morning we take a combination of road transport and boats to explore Mayan villages (Panajachel, Santa Cruz & San
Marcos) along the shores of Lago Atitlan – the heart of Mayan culture. Here we are close to the essence of the Highlands and what
the Guatemalan soul is!
Lake Atitlan is a place of natural beauty that is hard to encounter anywhere. It is surrounded with three big volcanoes, capturing the
imagination of many generations of visitors. Overnight Atitlan.

Wednesday: Continue exploration of Lago Atitlan with option for yoga or kayaking, visit San Pedro for lunch and return to Antigua
late afternoon. Pre-trip briefing for our next adventure – an overnight hiking expedition to Acatenango volcano – including what to
pack and what to expect, as well as answer any last-minute questions you might have. Overnight Antigua.
Thursday: At 07:30 we depart Antigua for a comfortable one-hour drive to San Jose de las Calderas where we have breakfast, pack
our lunch, organise extra warm clothes and have our final briefing. We then continue by road for about 15 minutes to the
Acatenango trailhead, at the Mayan village of Soledad. Climbing Antigua’s remarkable Acatenango volcano, which towers above the
landscape at nearly 4,000 meters, is undoubtedly at the top of the bucket list for most adventure travelers in Guatemala.
Aside from providing panoramic views of the entire region, Acatenango gives hikers a birds-eye-view of nearby (and very active!)
Fuego volcano which has been erupting on a near constant basis since colonial times.
We hike through four micro climates stopping for lunch en route, and arrive at a campsite looking directly over Fuego volcano
where we overnight spending time gasping at volcanic activity and staring into a mesmerizing sky full of stars.
Friday: Waking up very early at 04:00 we begin a 45-minute ascent up to Acatenango’s summit, a steep but rewarding climb through
dwarf pine trees and gravel scree that leads to the top of the world. Once on the summit, guests will find 360-degree views of Fuego
volcano, the Antigua Valley and the distant Guatemalan highlands that stretch all the way to the border of Mexico.
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We then begin a three-hour descent back down the volcano, stopping for breakfast and arriving to La Soledad and our waiting
transportation mid-day. We return to Antigua by early afternoon for a refreshing shower with plenty of time for a celebratory beer,
cappuccino or siesta… well done! Overnight Antigua.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EL SALVADOR ‘ADVENTURE WEEK’
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our primary destination in El Salvador is the implausibly named ‘El Imposible’ National Park including
‘Ruta de las Flores’; the largest national park in El Salvador in the coastal elevations of the Pacific Ocean
in Ahuachapán; between the municipalities of San Francisco Menéndez and Tacuba, south-west of the
Ruta de las Flores.
This protected area is the country’s most important natural, dry and tropical dry forest, ecosystem. It one
of the last refuges for an incredibly diverse flora and fauna, including; 500 plant species, over 100
mammals, 53 amphibians and reptiles, 285 birds and over 5,000 species of butterflies. We will be based
in Juayúa (3 nights) and finish up on El Salvador’s best surfing beach El Tunco (2 nights).
Early morning we depart on the 05:30 ferry followed by bus to ‘La Hachadura’ for a coffee and a browse
before taking another bus via Sonsonate to the pretty town of Juayúa which will be our base for the next
four days/three nights while we explore ‘Rutas de las Flores’ starting with a visit to Concepcion de Ataco
and Apaneca.
While here we enjoy hiking including through pine forest and dense jungle, learning about edible native
plants, and cooling off in magnificent refreshing waterfalls.

We also hike Santa Ana Volcano – at almost 2,400m in height, this is El Salvador’s highest and most
active volcano offering beautiful panoramic views of neighbouring towns and scenic landscapes. But the
highlight is undoubtedly the stunning turquoise lake that sits in the centre of the crater.
Thursday & Friday: After breakfast we take the bus approximately 2 hours to Playa El Tunco – one of the
most popular beach towns in El Salvador and the best surf spot in the country. 2 nights El Tunco.
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Santa Ana volcano – spectacular views but a fun/easy day hike from Juayua!
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ARCAS HAWAII
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ARCAS is a wildlife rescue and conservation centre originally established as a destination for confiscated
trafficked wildlife. Columbus Zoo assisted in establishing the rescue centre and has supported ARCAS ever
since.
ARCAS is working with the Guatemalan government’s National Council of Protected Areas (CONAP) to
establish a 4000+ hectare protected area to help ensure the conservation of the last remaining
mangroves in Guatemala as well as protecting the country’s most important sea turtle nesting beaches.
Animal rehabilitation efforts focus on yellow naped parrots, orange-fronted parakeet, sweet water turtles,
iguanas, the occasional caiman and pelican, and of course sea turtles – Olive Ridley (approx. 90%), Green
and Leatherback. There are three ‘hatcheries’ at Hawaii beach (3km from Monterrico), where volunteers
will be based and a further one a little way up the coast at Rosario. Each hatchery can contain up to 200
nests; last year 80,000 eggs where incubated of which 80% hatched.
The official turtle season, including nesting, on the Pacific coast runs between June 1st and end of January
and towards the end of the season, only baby turtles will be seen by volunteers. In the first few months of
each new season, generally only nesting adult turtles are seen. The non-turtle months are February April, but there is still a lot of work to be done in preparation for the new nesting season, as well as
community projects, which run all year round.

You’ll be protecting the eggs and hatchlings of Olive Ridley, Green and Leatherback species, who visit this
intensive nesting beach at night to nest. In Guatemala it is still legal to collect and sell turtle eggs.
However, ‘Parlameros’ as the fishermen are called are obliged to give 20% of their catch to ARCAS in
return for a receipt that certifies that they are permitted to sell the remaining 80% of their catch.
This makes it especially important for our volunteers on night patrols to spot turtles coming ashore to lay
their eggs and mark the nest before the Parlameros mark the nest! The relationship between Parlameros
and ARCAS is surprisingly friendly and cooperative however, and there are never conflicts regarding who
spots and marks a nest first.
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You will work between 6-10 hours per day and your jobs will include; maintenance of infrastructure and
surroundings, beach cleaning, night patrols to look for nesting female turtles (in season), transport of
food and water, collection of data and releasing baby turtles into the ocean (in season). Turtles almost
always nest in the dark, and on a moonless night during egg-laying season you have a good chance of
seeing one in Monterrico.
Owing to the special work carried out at ARCAS the following house rules are in place;
•

No mosquito repellent is to be applied for at least 2 hours running up to patrols or hatchery duty.

•

No smoking is permitted near the hatchery or on patrols and ARCAS is an alcohol-free zone.

•

Nobody is allowed on the beach after dark unless they are on patrol, and never alone.

•

Respect hours of night patrols, and respect project coordinators, other volunteers and Parlameros.

•

Please leave all tools and equipment clean and in their correct place.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WHERE WE ARE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Guatemala City's ‘Aeropuerto La Aurora’ (GUA) is the country's major international airport. There are
direct flights from the USA and Europe with a variety of airlines, as well many connections to other
Central and South American countries.
To get to Antigua, you can either book a prepaid private taxi transfer with us OR you can take a shuttle
bus service for Q80 (around $12 – look for the kiosk just before you leave the terminal building). You may
have to wait a while for the shuttle bus to fill up before departure but they will generally take you to your
nominated address in Antigua.
For your departure, the most economical option is the ‘chicken bus’ with various services depending
where your program ends. They leave hourly from Antigua, and from Monterrico there is a service that
leaves at 05:00 and gets you into Guatemala by 09:00 latest – cost is USD 5 plus taxi from bus terminal
to airport USD 10.
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Visas are generally not required for stays of up to 90 days – but remember to make sure you have a
passport that is valid for at least six months beyond the dates of your trip!
Currency & Money
The local currency is Quetzal (‘Q’) but USD are also generally accepted albeit at a slightly lower exchange
rate of USD 1 = Q 7. ATM’s are generally available including at the airport and in Antigua and Monterrico.
With the exception of the smallest towns and shops in rural areas you should be able to use your credit
cards (bring small USD bills for El Salvador!).
For more information about preparing for your trip see;
http://www.monterricoadventure.com/service/info-for-participants
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACCOMMODATION – EL DELFIN HOTEL
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Accommodation is shared single sex three bed
rooms, with separate toilet and shower
facilities. Breakfast and lunch included in the
program are from a set menu.
The hotel enjoys many amenities including a
pool. If you wish to upgrade to private room or
one with air conditioning, or enjoy dishes from
the main menu, this can be easily arranged.
There are several nice recreational areas
including pool table, table tennis, and of
course, beach volleyball.
The bar faces onto the beach and is a popular
hangout as you might expect!

Safe drinking water is provided at all locations during your time with us. El Defin provides a same day laundry service for USD 5 per
‘bag’.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEASONS & WEATHER
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Guatemala has one of the most pleasant climates on earth – the tourist board refers to it as the ‘land of the
eternal spring’ – with much of the country enjoying warm days and mild evenings year-round. The climate
is largely determined by altitude with low lying coastal areas generally hot with the welcome relief of sea
breezes while in the mountainous areas such as Antigua generally fresh.
The ‘dry’ season is generally November to April with most rainfall during summer months. During the ‘wet’
season you can still expect the mornings to be nice and sunny with rainstorms in the afternoons lasting as
long as an hour. It is warm rain though, and as soon as it passes, the sun usually comes out. Nights are
usually dry.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PACKING LIST
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clothing – The following list is not exhaustive but please try to travel light and leave room for goodies to bring home with you!
Shorts / T’shirt / lightweight long trousers / long sleeved shirts / fleece / rain jacket / good walking shoes / cap or hat / swimwear /
beach towel / shades / head torch / dry bag / long sleeve rash vest / sun glasses with UV protection / sandals or good flip flops with
strong sole
Luggage – day bag is necessary for everyday use.
Long sleeve trousers and shirt - as in all subtropical areas, insects can be a nuisance, especially in the evening. Long sleeved shirts and
trousers are recommended to offer the best form of protection in the evenings and for our road trips which take us to altitudes where
it is very cold, e.g. scarf and warm clothes (inc beanie hats!) are required for Acatenango hike during Guatemala ‘adventure’ week
(3,500m+).
Stationery – some teaching materials will be provided but you are required to have your own pens, pencils, notepads etc.
Photocopy of passport Travel tip – email yourself a copy of your passport and other important documentation.
Sun Cream, zinc or other waterproof sun protection can generally be purchased locally.
Medical Kit There are pharmacies locally but you should bring any special medications that you normally require; especially
prescribed medications.
Insect Repellent and after bite insect repellant is recommended. If you are allergic to repellents seek advice before leaving your home
country.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TIME OUT – MONTERRICO
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Weekends
Weekends generally include a ½ day volunteering activity with local kids but will otherwise be free. There are many amazing
activities to be enjoyed in and around Monterrico, some highlights are listed below;
Mangrove Forest Kayak
Monterrico is actually an island hemmed in by a lush Mangrove Forest bursting with wildlife and very scenic. We highly recommend
this trip which will include a visit to a local farmer who lives on a small island and processes salinated water to make salt for sale.
The cost of a ½ day excursion with bilingual guides, safety kayakers and transport is around $25. It is also possible to do an overnight
camping trip to the Mangrove.
Surfing
Huge rollers crash onto the beaches of Monterrico making surfing potentially hazardous. However, a few kilometres up the coast is
a spot where surfing is possible for all levels, all your round. We have negotiated a special price in return for helping with beach
clean ups for an hour before or after surf instruction! Surf instruction including transport and equipment costs about $40 for a 3
hour session (including beach clean up!).
Volcano Hike
Our nearest volcano, Tecuanburro (1,200m) is 17kms away. A guided ½ day hiking trip including transport, guide and visit to local
village costs about $20.
Whale and dolphin watching
Very seasonal but during March to June you can enjoy boat trips to see whales, dolphins and possibly manta rays. Price variable
depending group size.
Horseriding
Enjoy a sunrise or daytime horse trek along the beach from around $100.
Bike Rentals
Bikes are available to rent. Price depends on how many days and quality of bike!
Other Stuff
El Delfin Hotel where you will be based in Monterrico has beach & pool volleyball, pool table, ping pong, foozball, swimming pool
and other nice diversions for your free time!
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